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Anne Holmlund has every change to stop and help Matti Saari if so wanted after the Jokela 2007
massacre together with the finnish police with all they incompetence and unprofessional which we
get straight to the guestion why we pay the Finnish police for this incompetence and
unprofessionalism.

My suspicious is that Holmlund and police for sure knew about the big plans of the psychiatry and
how much effort they have already done with Matti Saari to guide and lead him to massacre in
combination with drug therapy because I don´t believe that anyone could do this kind act without
drugs.

there is already a lot of support for the above argument and how they have been a bridge to:

 the unscrupulous plans of the extremely corrupt professors of the University of Turku with our
problematic citizens, which include the misuse of medicine and serious human rights violations
with highly questionable treatments in connection with imaginary diseases

 A minority group called mental health problems has been created in Finland, which is not
protected by any law in our country, which is largely the cause of the images caused by the
shocking deaths, because the Finnish police are unable to see in all their incompetence of illegal
activities of psychiatry in relation to problem citizens

individuals are run blackmailed by psychiatry to mental hospitals as human rats under the guise of
imaginary diseases that increase the academic careers of the extremely corrupt professors of the
University of Turku

KAUHAJOEN KOULUSURMA 2008
https://www.msn.com/fi-fi/uutiset/other/kauhajoen-koulusurmaajan-ase-j%C3%A4i-
takavarikoimatta-suomi-sai-langettavan-eitlt%C3%A4-maria-ohisalo-asia-on-vakava/ar-BB198LSc
https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000000121003.html
https://suomenkuvalehti.fi/jutut/kotimaa/sisaministeri-holmlund-saa-kansan-ja-poliisien-tuen/

If we look at the case of the Kauhajoki school killing, which could have been completely prevented by
the police on duty in our country, of course there remains a full question mark for me as well
regarding the fact that;

Do our country's police really even want to prevent these crimes
because they would have all the capabilities for that, and according to the news reports, comments
from the police are still "so that there will be no more trouble". Could it be a fact that the lack of
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professionalism of the Finnish police in crime prevention is really in this category??? What the Finnish
police can do is ask for funds for their operations, the reliability of which is completely dependent on
our country's tin policemen

If the police had professional skills, why was Kauhajoki allowed to happen?
After I have studied the cases, I highlight Sanna Sillanpää, a case in which I highly doubt the
involvement of psychiatry in Sillanpää's medication and manipulation of actions, and partly this kind
of way of acting in modern Finland is very normal on the part of psychiatry when it comes to mental
health patients. Because in relation to the Jokela case that just happened, the only reason to let
Kauhajoki happen would be to get justification for the allocations when Finland is such an unsafe
country as it has been proven. The fact is also that this is true and blocking Kauhajoki would not have
reached the news in the same way, which could make it difficult to get the funds. Our country's police
could have prevented Kauhajoki 100%, but they let it happen when they didn't confiscate Saari's gun
and avoid responsibility with all kinds of bureaucratic explanations and how the law doesn't allow
confiscation, etc.
Having investigated the cases, our country's police are not interested in reality

Minister of the Interior Anne Holmlund 04/2007 - 06/2011
https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luettelo_ministereist%C3%A4_Suomen_sis%C3%A4ministeri%C3%B6ss
%C3%A4
https://yle.fi/aihe/artikkeli/2008/09/25/sisaministeri-ei-aio-erota

Anne Holmlund served as a minister during the Jokela and Kauhajoki school massacres. It wouldn't be
right to blame Holmlund for the police's actions regarding Jokela, but Kauhajoki, everything that was
learned from Jokela could have been prevented, which of course raises my suspicions greatly when I
have studied the actions of the authorities for about 4 years that it was allowed to happen on
purpose?

This intention is already starting to be supported by so many cases in the country where psychiatry
clearly has a hand in the game with its staged patients, which aims to shock the community with the
help of chemical compounds like rat poison.

As someone who has investigated cases in Finland, I think there are completely clear indications that
our country's leading decision-makers and heads of authorities are behind these cases, and Kauhajoki
proves this

Psychiatry = a common factor behind many deaths
When the cases are looked at from the point of view of a common perpetrator, the background of
many deaths is psychiatry, drug treatments and the hatred that these staged psychiatry causes in the
people. When we look at 2020 and beyond, this hatred is already at such a level that in practice it is
already a basic assumption about a person who has isolated himself and undergone therapy that he is
about to do something shocking.
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This hatred helps the professors of the University of Turku in their extremely illegal and cruel medical
experiments as an enabler, because these actions would never be accepted if the people's hatred is
not found in the background of the patients, which is the result of an act that shocks the society.
When I have done so much on my own to expose this activity, it is probably not too incredible to say
that psychiatry itself would lead, encourage and frankly stage these people in these acts, which is why
it is picking them up through the back door built in the courts of our country to their own medical
prison camps.

Finland's blue stupid group that could have prevented everything
The police who acted did not confiscate Saare's gun, which is justified by the bureaucracy of the
whole world, rather supports my claims that these are desired actions by psychiatry and the
authorities because it effectively creates hatred towards these marginalized people. If the police had
really wanted to prevent Kauhajoki's murder, they could have done it, but I doubt that it would have
watered down the hard work of the psychiatrist who had done the hard work when it had put Saari in
such a state of mind that he is capable of committing mass murder, because no normal person would
do such actions if is not crazy about psychiatry drugs.

The investigations of these cases remain uninvestigated because actions like this guarantee taxpayers'
money for the police and above all create a basis and credibility for the mental hospital business led
by the University of Turku, which is based on the public's belief in medically non-existent diseases and
to which our problem youth are sent based on the crash, when the patient is blackmailed by
psychiatry.

https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000005638253.html
https://www.ts.fi/uutiset/4039058

No personnel can be found in Finland to investigate these financial and workplace-based crimes,
which practically means that psychiatry has a free-to-work atmosphere in Finland.

These actions and cases fuel and support the actions in our country, that medically non-existent
diseases are being turned into a 21st century witch hunt, in the name of which psychiatry operates
and justifies and accepts its illegal actions with the help of the people's hatred.

Finnish police brain farts
After everything that has happened, the Finnish police distributes its own brain farts through the
media and if this does not come from its own stupidity, it is as well-planned a statement as was the
planning of this school killing by Anne Holmlund, the police and psychiatry, which gets a large amount
of public hatred for their own power struggles.

https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000005638253.html
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https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000000121003.html

- They would have wanted to take this weapon away, but the now accused inspector prevented it.

- They would have wanted to take this weapon away, but the now accused inspector prevented it.

The accused inspector was not at work at the time, but Seinäjoki's deputy police chief Vesa Nyrhinen
was responsible for the pull.

- The police began to find out Saari's background. Nyrhinen decided that the gun must be taken away
from Saari. The resemblance to the Jokela school killer Pekka-Eric Auvis was so clear.

- I hope the guy is not the next school shooter, the constable had already told his colleague at the
time.

- In a coffee room discussion, a common decision was reached that such a man does not need a gun,
but we will get it away, one constable described.

https://www.is.fi/kotimaa/art-2000000121003.html


- Two patrols in bulletproof vests and with Nyrhine's permission went to Saari's apartment, but Saari
was not at home.

- Nyrhinen decided that it is tactically wisest to wait for Saari to return home, so that he does not find
out that the police are looking for his weapon. He might have had it with him. That's why the house
was not searched.

- On Saturday, September 20, the accused inspector was at his colleague's wedding party in Kurika.
There were plenty of other Kauhajoki policemen there as well.

- The chief constable who led Friday's raid asked the inspectorate for permission to go to Saari's
apartment again on Sunday.

- The commissar refused. He said he would talk to Saari himself on Monday.

- The chief constable exchanged a few words about the inspector's decision with another police
officer.

- He commented on the decision that there would be no new Jokela.

- On Monday, September 22, the inspectorate met Saare. This one got to keep his gun.

- On Tuesday, September 23, Saari killed 10 victims and himself at the Kauhajoki vocational school.
The senior constable was at home in the morning when Nyrhinen called to ask if the gun had not been
retrieved.

My own opinion is that the police allow shocking acts to happen on purpose
My own opinion is that the police allowed Kauhajoki to happen on purpose and this claim is
supported by the events of the planning of the mass murder in Helsinki, where the police, with covert
action, actually incited the duo to these actions as if they had not done this or it would have been
better if they had been included in society.

NEWSWHICH FOOLS THE PEOPLE AND IS VERY CONTRADICTORY
The news that can be seen in connection with these cases is that it is being aggressively pulled away
from psychiatry and the decision-makers' responsibilities in the discussion are only future solutions
and that these would always be the individual's own reasons even though the leading authorities of
our country are dragging these problem citizens into this shocking action by drugging them and giving
them anger and subjects of rage.



Responsibilities and actions of decision-makers, reporting
Discussing the actions of decision-makers is as outrageous as tightening gun laws when they cannot
even be confiscated even if a person is almost planning a school massacre, but this kind of thing is
only possible from the Finnish police and decision-makers.

Martti Saare's mother's advice against which the authorities act
https://yle.fi/aihe/artikkeli/2009/03/23/riitta-saari-kouluampujan-aiti
Saari's mother was also of the opinion in the interview that these fallen people should be given
something to do and include them in the community, and that going to these outpatient clinics for
mental health problems is public stigmatization.

If you look at what the authorities and decision-makers are doing after the Saari case, they are still
carrying out these same actions with those who planned the massacre at the University of Helsinki.
There is no need for our state authorities to prevent this kind of action because these people:

The monetary value of mental health patients as a medical resource
These people who have fallen from our community are good reasons for allocations in our society to
various authorities such as the police and above all psychiatry, which it is not going to give up at any
price and this is fully visible in everything the authorities do.

Investments in mental health clinics
Psychiatry is making large investments in renewing mental health clinics so that it is easier for people
to dare to seek help. Just like Saare's mother said in the interview that it is a public stigma when you
have to go to these places. These investments are really strange if the authorities really want to
prevent actions that shock the community, because the funds used to renew these "policlinics should
be invested in preventive activities.

But as I have investigated the actions of psychiatry for 4 years due to my criminal investigations, it has
become completely clear to me that psychiatry is not giving up these patients, who are worth more
than gold when measured in terms of money to the medical care, which conducts illegal medical
human experiments on these staged patients if they can be driven with the help of drug courses and
provocation to our country's medical authorities without charge to prison camps. Failure here is not a
loss, however, because these patients, as seen in the case of Saari, cause even more anger and
bitterness towards these patients, so this "admission" of the patient to their own facilities will always
be easier after the previous case failed.

The state's propaganda apparatus YLE incites a modern-day witch hunt
The propaganda machine owned by the state exposes a complete mental health problem to the
public, from which we can already draw a clear conclusion that it does not want to give up these acts
that shock the community, which are most likely a witch hunt by psychiatry with medically non-
existent diseases. In other words, this advertising just supports the fact that we have people with
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mental health problems in our country when it is advertised so aggressively. It's obvious that
psychiatry can more easily "take" a problem from the community of its citizens with the help of this
advertising, so that no one pays attention to it because many people imagine that it's quite normal
when dudes mess up every now and then but without any reason, which is completely delusional.

This advertising also gives reasons for taxpayers to invest in a mental health problem, which is entirely
psychiatry's own creation and self-developed "problem", in the name of which it finances its own
activities, which can be said to be taking taxpayers' money on false grounds.

THE 21ST CENTURY WITCH HUNT THAT IS DRIVEN TO FINLAND IN THE NAME OF MENTAL
HEALTH PROBLEMS

The above actions by state decision-makers only support the ramp-up of this 21st century witch hunt
in the name of which medically non-existent diseases will be inflicted on problem citizens who are
ignored in the courts of our country based on the expert opinions of the same people who were all
staged by psychiatry as human rats in a mental hospital.

This business is extremely profitable from the state's point of view, as it employs highly educated
researchers and professors, and this illegal activity would not be possible without the great hatred of
the people towards this new minority group. It acts as a great motivator for the decision-makers of
our country to prepare the problem citizens for this last crusade, which will take a lot of bystanders
and innocent victims on its way. due to salary payment.

FALSE STATISTICS USED TO COVER UP CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES
Staging this kind of activity, of course, creates false factual information based on evidence that if you
are excluded from society, it leads to this kind of activity and behavior, which is half true, which
certainly satisfies the corrupt researchers of the University of Turku, who know how to use this kind
of half-false information quite well in their own studies, which are built to benefit their own interests.
With the help of such half-false information, it is easy for them to create university-level publications
that allow the people to accept their own unjust actions and at the same time enable them. In other
words, if the University of Turku conducts a study based on this information, with the participation of
several researchers and professors, this creates a strong approval for this kind of activity. After this,
you just have to take care that all those who are excluded will also be driven to similar acts, which in
itself is quite normal for clients of psychiatry, who they medicate with drugs that paralyze brain
functions for future trials.

The half-truth in this case is, of course, that the individuals were guilty of planning such actions, but
the other side is that they were drawn into this action by being medicated by psychiatry with modern
drugs that paralyze brain functions and were inspired and led by the undercover police. This case
would most obviously never even have happened without the covert operation of psychiatry and the
KRP.



This case may have been entirely political in that it sought to justify the allocation of funds to the
police and build some kind of success from the failures of previous operations at the expense of these
balloons. All in all, really pathetic behavior from KRP. This rather proves the KRP's choice of sides and
how it is completely impossible to hold medical psychiatry accountable for its actions in Finland,
which is inspired and directed by corrupt professors of the University of Turku by staging our
country's most disadvantaged mental health patients, which our country's police are more than
supporting with their own actions. It is very doubtful whether the police investigate the ambiguities
that led to Jimi Karttunen's death impartially, because based on the evidence, they have fairly good
cooperation patterns with the medical care going on regarding the chases of mental health patients.
This proves that the easiest way to raise one's own spurs is at the expense of the weakest, and even
when the news is constructed in a semi-false manner and in a way that stigmatizes these balls.
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